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We have so many wonderful things to say about Newbay and the team it is hard to know 
where to start.  
From the very beginning of the process, we were treated with the utmost professionalism 
and kindness and were made to feel so special. We had moved our wedding from our original 
location of Florida back to Ireland and were concerned we wouldn't get the same magic but 
from the second we started the planning with Rebecca we knew we had nothing to worry 
about.  
 
Newbay itself is such a spectacular location and the grounds and house are kept to such a 
high standard you feel like you are stepping into complete luxury. The private nature of the 
venue means you have an almost unique experience of sharing your special day just with your 
loved ones which we think really added to the whole experience and relaxed nature of our 
day.   
The food was absolutely delicious and many of our guests said it was the best wedding food 
they had ever had. Paul was so accommodating with our choices and provided great guidance 
when we needed it.   
 
The staff are the real stars and are so attentive and caring that you never get the chance to 
ask for something, they are always one step ahead.  
Rebecca was there every step of the way during our planning to answer queries, provide 
suggestions and advice and just generally reassure us that everything was in hand.  
Maria was absolutely incredible and was so kind and understanding when we had a family 
emergency the week before the wedding.   
 
Maria really did go above and beyond to take away any stress she could and we would have 
been lost without her. Thanks to Maria and the team our day was absolutely perfect and we 
have no regrets at choosing Newbay for our special day. We would 100% recommend to 
anyone considering it.  
 
 
 


